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• Background and design process
• Discuss of how internet based GIS 
technology can assist in a environmental 
response effort
• Highlight capabilities of the 
Environmental Response Management 
Application
3Office of Response and Restoration’s 













4• Diverse datasets can be 
interlaced on a single 
map to better visualize 
a the complex nature of 
an area
A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words…
5Functional Web GIS Platform for Response
• Package data in a well-designed management, 
visualization, and analysis tool:
• Easily accessible - field and command 
• User friendly
• Quick to display
• Capable of real-time data display
• Simple to update/ download from
• Secure
6Concept for ERMA 
• Take advantage of open-source, web-
based mapping tools
• Integrate and synthesize various types of 
information (static and real-time)
• Provide fast visualization of current 
information
• Improve communication and coordination 
among responders and stakeholders
• Provide integrated and timely 
information to improve decision-making
7ERMA Schematic View
8Project Partners: Technical Advisers
Additional Partners
• US Coast Guard
• US EPA
• NH Dept. Environmental 
Services
• ME Dept. Environmental 
Protection
• NH Fish and Game
• NH Coastal Manager
• NH Div. Emergency Services
• Piscataqua River Cooperative
• FL Fish and Wildlife Research 
Institute
NOAA
• Office of Response and 
Restoration
• Coastal Services Center
• Office Coast Survey
• Weather Service
• Gulf of ME Ocean Observing 
System
UNH
• Joint Hydrographic Center
• Joint Center for Ocean 
Observing Technology
• Cooperative Institute for Coastal 
and Estuarine Environmental 
Technology
• Coastal Ocean Observing and 
Analysis
• Research Computing Center


































Easy to Access Data Types
12
Critical Datasets for Environmental Response
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Weather and Buoy Observations
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• Document & data links
• ESI information
• GRPs







• Data Layer Management 
(access privileges)
• Zoom to location
• Interactive drawing areas of 
interest
• Upload/ Download capacity
• Measurement Tools
• Print User/ Timestamp
27
• Assist with spill preparedness 
• Display jurisdictional  boundaries, specially 
regulated areas, areas of socio-economic 
importance
• Access points for cleanup
• Staging areas and command centers
• Regional documentation, points of contact, etc.
Practical Implementation of ERMA
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• Assist in coordinating response efforts
• Visualize magnitude and extent
• Triage sites for action
• Track progress of clean-up 
• Access real-time data
• Upload data from the field and access forms
• Increase communication
Practical Implementation of ERMA
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• Define the extent of potential impacts
• General habitat and land use information
• Areas of biological significance - haul outs, 
rookeries, nesting grounds, essential or critical 
habitat
• Species-specific data - biological resources in 
the region - threatened or endangered?
• Where is there current monitoring data
Practical Implementation of ERMA
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• Assist in Recovery and Restoration
• Access existing environmental monitoring sites
• Assist with sampling design
• Inventory restoration projects
• Locate long-term monitoring sites
• Coordinate with regional projects
Practical Implementation of ERMA
Next steps for ERMA
• Operational in Portsmouth Harbor NH
• Developing with U.S. EPA Region 2 in the 
Caribbean for 2009
• Integrating with the National Response 
Team
• Applying ERMA in a proactive response 
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